
MASTER THESIS TOPICS MARKETING DEFINITION

To choose a great topic for your marketing dissertation, look through this list of sample topics. What factors can
influence the marketing strategy success?.

Are innovations helpful in increasing the number of customers? What are the major strategies to attract
potential clients? Which medium do you think is more persuasive? It would be better to make your
dissertation project a bit more specific, since you will just have no time to investigate a broad topic. The case
of the airline industry in the UK. How can global marketing make use of standardization? Do celebrities
influence the decisions consumers make? How has internet changed the marketing strategies prevalent across
the decades? It matters to devote sufficient amount of time in conducting vast research, you need to ensure
consulting your advisor regularly for any advice or changes and make sure to only rely on credible sources
that could fully support your dissertation. What are the recent technological advances that have immensely
helped the marketing techniques? The case of blockbuster marketing. The cases of Facebook, Instagram and
Twitter. The case of buying computers online. The last decades have clearly demonstrated its paramount role
in success of any company. What can be learned from past mistakes when word-of-mouth communications did
not succeed? Do you agree to this statement? How does the significance of factors that instigate direct selling
differ as per product type? How do the attributes of firms that adopt comparison advertising differ from the
ones that do not endorse comparison advertising? The case of comparison websites. Dos an international
presence help in boosting brand image or people are more incline to buy from the local mom n pop stores?
Academic writing tips. Do you think the internet has reduced to marketing costs and helped startups to
compete with industry leaders? What attributes of products are most cherished by shoppers in search,
comparison and buying decision-making online? The cases of Shell, Nike and Starbucks. The topic you
choose to work upon is equally important because it will define how interesting your thesis paper will turn out
to be. What is the future of marketing industry? For a fact, writing your MBA thesis can be truly intricate.
What are the most beneficial ways to build customer loyalty? Are consumers fully aware on how to safeguard
themselves from underhanded direct marketing strategies? A comparison of online and offline mediums. Do
you belie e a company should rig its own reviews to attract customers? All forms of copying, distribution or
reproduction are strictly prohibited and will be prosecuted to the Full Extent of Law. Social media as an
effective tool to promote business. Are smartphone sales facilitated by the word of mouth? Why is it important
to know the national culture when promoting the product?


